
BLOOD PRESSURE AUTO-MONITORING
Measure, calculate

To get familiar with your device, try several tests without taking into account the first results, then:

Measure your blood pressure, morning and evening, for 3 to 5 days in a row:
• In the morning, before breakfast, before taking your medication.
• In the evening, before going to bed.
• In the morning and in the evening, repeat the measures 3 times in a row with 1 or 2 minutes 

break between each measure.d’intervalle.

There is no point in measuring your blood pressure at other times of the day, with some exceptions. These additional measures would 
unnecessarily complicate the analysis of your doctor. Most often, we ask for measurements 3 days in a row, but in some cases 5 or 7 days 
can be advised. It’s easy to take measurements just days before the consultation to communicate recent results to the doctor. When the 
treatment against tension has recently been changed, it’s often recommended to self-measure 4 or 6 weeks after the change. When the 
tension is well balanced with stable treatment, self-monitoring every 3-6 months is sufficient. It’s not necessary to take its tension every day 
over weeks and months, except in exceptional cases. Your doctor is in the best position to tell you the duration and the frequency adapted to 
your personal situation.

1. Measure your blood pressure
• Read the instructions for use of your blood pressure monitor.
• Install the device on a table.
• Sit down, pull up your sleeve.
• Rest for about 5 minutes.
• Put the cuff on your arm or wrist and adjust it to the correct 

height in the direction indicated by the manufacturer.
• Place your arm on the table at the height of your heart (at 

the level of your chest at the height of your breast). It must 
be flexed.

• Trigger the device to inflate the cuff (during inflation and 
deflation to not move and stay relaxed).

During your measurements, copy your results in the “Add a new measure” 
section of your Hy-Result® application.

• SYS corresponds to systolic blood pressure

• DIA corresponds to diastolic blood pressure

• Pulse is your heart rate: you do not need to copy that number.

2. Calculate your blood 

Please note : the digits read on the monitor screen must be wrote identically. For example, if you read 129, write exactly 129, but do not write 
12.9 and do not round the number (for example, by writing 130 or 13).



Calculate the blood pressure averages separately. 
If necessary, use a calculator or use Internet.

Visit the website 
www.hy-result.com/
mes-mesures

Enter all the values in the 
table that appear on the 
screen.  

Click on the 
«Calculate» button.

Print or save the graph of 
your results.
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